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About This Game
Through the dense fog our hero noticed a dark silhouette of a dark castle. Eventually his old rain-soaked map brought him to his
target. He didn't have anything with him except for his favorite sword and remainings of an old armor with an unusual device –
a sword-breaker. The hero looked around and stepped on the castle bridge...
This game is about a hero who, as fate would have it, finds himself in an abandoned castle. There will be many obstacles on his
way to the treasure hidden somewhere inside, with most remarkable adversaries he will have to face and mysteries to unravel.
All this to receive his well-earned reward in the end!
"Swordbreaker The Game" gives you a rare opportunity to find yourself in interactive fiction, where each player has their own
storyline to develop. Every action or decision will have an effect on how the story unfolds and how it all ends. Some moves you
make will change your character's karma, and others can lead you to the darkest corners of the castle, so be careful! Because any
step you take may turn out to be the last one!
Main features of the game:
- A compelling totally non-linear game story
- Various endings
- A huge mysterious castle
- Lots of exciting locations and events
- Impressive enemies and inhabitants of the castle
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- Absolutely stunning artwork
- Achievement system
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Title: Swordbreaker The Game
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DuCats Games Studio
Publisher:
DuCats Games Studio
Franchise:
Swordbreaker The Game
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, 8, 10
Processor: Intel Core2Duo or higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Any videocards
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian
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A tiny Kickstarter beat-them-all game that I've been following since the beginning.
Lots of bear humor and fun to play. Challenges are very progressive and difficulty level is well balanced.
This game was initially developed for smart phones and tablets but turns out to be a ton of fun on my PC too.
My XBox USB controller comes in handy and is very well supported.
Controls are very intuitive.. This game, is not the type you play once and uninstall, you play it a lot of times and the outcome of
each game is diferent than the other.
The animation, the music are awesome. I could listen to the music of this game and never get tired of it.
The flaw in this game, is that your character becomes too powerfull and the the challenges become quite easy.. i liked the music
and i enjoyed the tetris feel to it. yes there is some differences to it vs tetris in general. it was worth to play for a bit at a time. if
you like tetris you might enjoy this version of it.. If you like games where you can fail at life just as bad as you fail at life IRL
then here you go. You can start out as a rich person and become poor. A middle class person and become poor. Or a poor
person... and die. This is actually a very fun and addicting game though.. This is best game. So good, been playing for many
many hour.
Much love!
Pride Russia.. Very boring and dull game. Maybe fun for 5 year old kids.. Shame to see this game be completely dead, refreshed
server browser to find 1 server in sydney with 2 people in it.
its a good game tho. Positive recommendation as far as EArly Access games go. It is playable and has an interesting premise.
The features currently implemented are more of a proof of concept teaser trailer. They introduce novel game dynamics that
once fully built out, should make for an interesting game. But as they stand they are sufficiently buggy to prevent extended
gameplay.
In its current state at the time of this writing, the game has numerous bugs that, at least for me, freeze the game up constantly,
requiring a restart of both the application if not the entire save game.
Buy it to get the sneak peek and support the dev. Don't buy it if you are looking for a game with hours of playability. At least
for me on my system, it is little more than a brief demo before crashing. But as a demo, it demonstrates exciting possibilities.
Good job devs, looking forward to when you find an investor, quit your jobs, and stop nibbling at this game's development part
time.
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I tried it at Gamescon 2018 in Cologne for the first time. It was a blast.
The developers were really cool and seem like they know what they're doing.
Fun and simple! Would recommend!!. Terrible, but better than H1Z1.. This is a very well written game with many missions and
no bugs. Simple to play but challenging. My highest recommendation. Worth every cent. :). One of the best C&C Generals
alternatives with a very attractive price. Also runs nice on Windows 10, only had problems while the secondary monitor was
connected and my mouse clicked on it (game minimized and crashed).. It's a good expansion and fun campaign, it suffers from
two major problems that also plague Rome Total War. First off the Battle AI even at hardest difficulty is stupid. Second is the
Greeks are way OP. To balance this the Persians need more variety of heavy infantry and smarter AI. But maybe it's hard to
teach AI try to flank the phalanx. But it's a great game and I highly recommend it. Unfortunately there is this one big balance
issue, My Alexander conquered Alatolia, Israel, and Egypt, didn't get to leave Egypt when Persia decided to die as a nation all
the sudden becomeing all rebels. KINDA BREAKS THE GAME! :( Twas fun tho Greeks are too overpowered, and the
immortals are too weak should be stronger.. Ticket to Earth is a good turn-based, tactical, match 3 game. It has an interesting scifi story, that is presented as a comic book style. It's colorful, vibrant and beautiful sci-fi world. The story will suck you in and
the battles on the Grid will keep you wanting more.
The UI is simple and easy to use, you need only your mouse to control everything.
The first couple of missions have a nice tutorial, and unlocking new shops/stations are covered in the ongoing story, where they
will tell everything that you must know.
You will get money for completing story and side (justice) missions, and talent tokens for completing story missions and it's
bonus objectives (justice missions only rewards money)
Spend money to get new skills and more powerfull weaponry, but if you like suffering and makeing the game more difficult,
you can finnish it without buying anything. On my first run I only bought the new skills and finished the game with the starting
weapons, because I run out of money.....and there is an achievement for it.....if you are a completionist.....but it was really
difficult.
There are skills for stunn, burn or poison the enemy, making your next attack more powerfull for a single target or striking
multiple target, heal yourself or change the tiles colour around you.
With talent tokens you can unlock new talents for your characters in his/her talent tree, they are like passive power ups, make
you stronger (more HP) some tiles can heal you or give more attack damage, and you can reset the talent tree to try out different
strategies.
Currently money and talent tokens are limited, because the game is not complete (only Episode 1) so spend you money wisely
because skills are not cheap and cant reset them unlike the talent tree (resetting the talent tree will make reselling the weapons
back to the shop on there original price)
If you can match 8 or more tiles in one go, it will reward you with a Justice token to power up your super powerfull attack,
unleashing it will hit every enemy on the battle grid with massive damage. But you must pick up these tokens before they wanish
(after 3-4 turns money, health, jtokens will dissapear) or the enemy picks them up (you can save jtokens by killing the target to
drop it again) and before finishing the battle. Jtokens will carry over to the next mission, so you can power up and unleash it in
the next mission (even on the first turn)
Some of the starting grid colour and character/enemy placement are set, but most of it and the used tiles changing colour is
heavily RNG. So sometimes you will restart the battle because RNG-gods will hate you and make you suffer.
After some story missions you will unlock every station/shop, and you can replay every mission to finish all bonus objective that
you have failed before, or grind a little bit for justice tokens, or finish some achievement.
So don't fear if you cant complete all bonus objective in one run.
The story (so far) is linear, there are no choices or decisions.
My only negative complaint with the game is, there is currently only 1 Episode playable. The other 3 episodes will hopefully
shortly follow.
So for now the game will offer 5-10 hours of play time (5 for running throu and 10 if you are a completionist) and for that it's a
little bit expensive. But and it's a big BUT (no pun intended) if all 4 episode is this long, and the devs keep the game and story
quality high, than it's a fair price for the game.
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